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In this letter we will determine the spectrum o the Casimir operator
for zonal spherical unctions on the quantum group SU(1, 1), and show the
Plancheral formula and the expansion theorem for them.
1. cuq (su(1, 1)) (0ql) be the real form of the universal quantum
enveloping algebr [3] with the .-structure, k*-k, e*--f, f*=--e [1]. In
[1] we have classified irreducible unitary representations of cUq(su(1, 1)) as
follows: We set a left (su(1, 1))-module V=@e C by
(1.1)
k.=q-,
(-+>
e =q/2-z 1--q
1--q
(+:+)
qm- 1--q

f

:

Here the complex spin and the indices set
(q=e
(1.2)

-, h>O).

I

are listed in the table below

I={1/2, 3/2, ...}, {--1/2, -3/2, ...}

l= -1/2

e 1/2N

1-- --1/2+i0

(0_0<:z/2h) It=Z, (0<0_z/2h) I---Z+l/2

l= --l/2+i(z/2h+it)

Is=Z, Z+1/2

Let ,() be the matrix elements on SUq (1 l) corresponding to each representations. They are represented in terms of the basic hypergeometric
functions

q)n(b; q)_ z n,
21(a, b; z)= (a;(q;q)n(C;
q)n
c

where (a; q)n
_0, ]i.
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q,

VI n-lr=O (1--aq9 (l<n<__ oo).
(-)(+)

q2)_2
(q; q)_:

For example, in the case of i+]
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-q-uv.
where x, u, v and y are the coordinate elements on SUq(I, 1) and
These matrix elements satisfy the eigen-equation
(1.4)
zr(C)w
where
(the dual space of CUq (s/(2))), and
C-- qk?+q-k--2 +fe
(1.5)
(q-q-)
is the Casimir element of cUq (s/(2)) [3], and [a]=(q-q-’)/(q-q-’).
Equation (1.4) is, in fact, a q-difference equation of the second order.
In particular, the zonal spherical function
(16)

,,()
00

=,

(qU+,q-U
q

q2, q2{

)

satisfies a q-analogue of the Legendre equation

(1.7)
where

qDq(z(z + 1)DqT(z)} + [1/212(z) [1 + 1 / 212(z)

z=--, and

Dq(z)= (z)--(qz)

Tq(z) (qz).

(1--q)z
2. We will consider the spectral theory for the difference equation
which arises from the equation (1.7).

For

((n))ez solves the following difference equation
(2.1) (qWq-)(n--1)--2(qWq-)(n)+(q+q-)(n+l)=2(n),

.

where n runs over Z, and
(2.2)
2 (1 q)[1 + 1 2]
Taking into account the Haar measure on SUq(1, 1) (cf. [2]), we introduce a Hilbert space

0= {=((n))
with an inner product

(2.3)

(n)(nq

(, ) (1- q)

.

It is easy to see that the equation (2.1) is formally self-adjoint in
over we impose on (2.1) the following boundary condition;
lira {(n)-(n- 1)}=0.
(2.4)

l0. More-

Theorem 1. Eqtion (2.1) with the boundary condition (2.4) cotitutes a self-ad]oint boundary value problem in lo.
Theorem 2. The Green kernel G(n, m; ) for the above boundary value
problem is given as follows:
(m n)
G(n, m; ) +(n; ). _,(m )
(2.5)
w here, setting
iO,
1/2 +

(-a)
d _(;
(2.7)

=
P,( ) =

q

q

(; O)=(_q-o q)(q-o q)(q)-m,o
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,(q’-tO’q_q’- q, --z-’)
--2(q q)q-o
(l_q)(q; q)(_q+ q)(q,-n q)(_q,- q)
Investigating the singularities of the Green function (cf. [4]), we can
determine the spectrum and the spectral measure of this boundary value
problem, and finally establish the eigen-function expansion theorem.
Theorem 3. Let (0)=(+(n; ))nezand O=/2h+(2k+1)i/2. Then,
for any f lo, we hve

7()=

(2.8)

(2.9)

f]o

dOc(O)(f, (0))00

+oC(f, (O))00

,

and

(2.10)

f--

dOc(O)(O). (f, (0))oo + k=O c(O)(f, (0))oo

where

4q(q q) (q,O q)= (q-,O q,)
z(1--q) (q; q*) (q+" q*)= (q-"e q*)=’
(2.12)
e-- [2k + 1].
The formula (2.9) is viewed as the Planeheral ormula or zonal spherical functions on the quantum group SUq(1, 1), and, in the classical ease,
(2.10) is known as the Fok-Mehler ormula.
Extending the theory developed here to the whole of unctions on S Uq
(1, 1), one can determine the spectrum of the Casimir operator and establish
the Plancheral formula in the L-space on SUq (1, 1) [5]. In particular, one
sees that the principal series of unitary representations are parametrized
as follows:
(2.13) 1=--1/2/i0 (00_/’2h), the principal continuous series;
e 1/2N, the first discrete series;
1---1/2+i (k e N), the second discrete series.
After this work was completed, the author earned the paper [6] of L.
L. Vaksman and L. I. Korodskii. They also obtained the formula (2.9).

(2.11)
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